
Take full advantage of Microsoft Azure in 

your datacenter

Benefits

Adopt cloud on your terms, 

implement Azure on-

premises and prepare for 

future public cloud adoption

Take advantage of a 

consistent developer 

experience to enable build 

once deploy anywhere 

capabilities

QuantaSi has helped 

customers deploy and 

optimize Azure Stack for 

their businesses

Moving to the cloud offers organizations a wide range of benefits including rapid innovation, decreased time to 

market, on-demand advanced IT services, improved management capabilities, and financial agility. While cloud 

has many benefits, some organizations are not prepared for a 100% move to public cloud environments. This is 

often driven by business requirements such as application latency, data sovereignty, adherence to industry 

regulations, and concerns about customization and control. Microsoft Azure Stack can help meet these 

requirements, which brings the agility and fast-paced innovation of cloud computing to your on-premises 

environment.

Enable true hybrid cloud platform using Microsoft Azure Stack

This extension of Azure allows you to modernize your applications across hybrid cloud environments, balancing 

flexibility and control. Developers can build applications using a consistent set of Azure services and DevOps 

processes and tools, then collaborate with operations to deploy to the location that best meets your business, 

technical, and regulatory requirements. Pre-built solutions from the Azure Marketplace, including open source 

tools and technologies, allow developers to speed up new cloud application development.

Develop a comprehensive adoption strategy

QuantaSi offers Azure Stack Foundation to help you take a strategic approach to adopting Microsoft Azure 

Stack. Azure Stack Foundation can help accelerate time-to-value with a solution approach that accounts for 

both IT and business requirements. Azure Stack Foundation can help you:

• Accelerate time to market – Starting your transformative journey today will ensure your organization is 

ready to deliver solutions on Azure Stack. Presenting cohesive, manageable offers in the cloud can take 

anywhere from 3-6 months. On-premises environments sometimes take longer given the changes in 

hardware and software-defined infrastructure components.

• Embrace cloud inspired architecture – Adopting Azure Stack will allow you to transition from single-

purpose industry solutions to newer software defined networking and storage models. QuantaSi can help 

you understand how these new models will affect your IT service delivery.

• Develop using advanced workload composition – Enable faster, standardized design and deployment 

cycles using a common, declarative API across public and private cloud. QuantaSi can help determine how 

best to implement modern application-level availability.

• Implement hybrid cloud management – Utilize a single management platform for you public and on-

premises environments and unlock advanced telemetry, analytics, security, and application performance 

monitoring ensuring your business critical systems are available and protected no matter where they run.

Azure Stack Foundation

Cloud Infrastructure and 

Management



For more information about Consulting and Support solutions from Microsoft, contact your 

Microsoft Services representative or visit www.microsoft.com/services

Microsoft Azure – On-premises

Azure Stack Foundation Core Services

Azure Stack Foundation features core services including planning workshops, training sessions and 

application development and deployment activities. QuantaSi can help identify the gap between 

business needs and technical requirements, deploy the solution that spans this gap and train your 

personnel to utilize and manage the new solution effectively. Deploy a solution that accounts for your 

needs today and prepares you for the future evolution of your business.

Educate

Workshop that addresses core Windows Server 2016 software defined networking (SDN) and storage 

(SDS) capabilities along with Virtualization improvements along with ARM and Azure Stack capabilities.

Build

ARM (Azure Resource Manager) Template planning and development  in Azure or Azure Stack 

workshop materials followed by hands-on development of ARM templates based on your envisioned 

Azure Stack workload.

Plan

Plan hosting, monitoring and managing customer workloads in Azure Stack and the changes required 

of your Operations teams. Plan and prioritize workload migration, offers, subscriptions and plans in 

Azure Stack.

Related Solutions

Hybrid Cloud Management - New infrastructure models will require new management approaches. 

Work with QuantaSi to develop true hybrid cloud management using powerful tools such as Operations 

Management Suite.

Modern Service Management - New cloud models will rapidly change the way you interact with your 

IT environments. QuantaSi provides Modern Service Management to introduce new operational 

processes, service models, and oversight that can help your teams make the most of your deployment.

Our Cloud Infrastructure and 

Management offerings 

provide holistic cloud 

solutions to help reduce 

costs, improve service levels, 

and drive business agility.

Azure Stack Components


